
4PS OF UNILEVER

Unilever implements a complex marketing mix that considers product differences and variations among markets around
the world. A firmâ€™s marketing mix or 4Ps (Product, Place, Promotion & Price) reflects the combination of business
strategies designed to capture the target market.

Therefore Hindustan Unilever primarily uses aggressive promotion and advertising its marketing mix. Most of
the times these campaigns are targeted by telling stories to build relations rather than to sell them directly.
Specialty Retailers: These stores offer wide assortment in few product lines. Prestige Pricing Keeping higher
price because customers believe that a higher priced product is of better quality. Every product has four major
stages: Introduction, growth, maturity and decline. HUL had a revenue of Rs. It will provide information to
assist them in making a decision to buy a product or service. Economy pricing No frills and low price, like
Indigo Air 5. The cost associated with promotion often represents a sizeable proportion of the overall cost of
producing an item. To deliver products or services, systems or processes have to be in place, to avoid any
discretion. Unilever has created a prestige division which sells premium personal care products and Talenti for
premium ice cream. Packaging protects and maintains the functional form of the product, provides
convenience to consumers, and promotes the image of the company and the product. Many marketers seem to
assume that once their product has been sold into the channel, into the beginning of the distribution chain,
their job is finished. A product mix is a total of all groups of products. Mail Order Retailing: The mail order
business is not new to India. Exclusive distribution is used for costly, fashionable items whose sale is limited.
New Product Pricing: 1. The number of product lines refers to width of product mix; and number of product
items offered in each product line is called as depth of product mix. Sales promotion as a technique of
promotion has been developed to supplement and coordinate advertising and personal selling efforts of a firm.
Cash Rebate Pricing Purchase air ticket from makemytrip. Reference Pricing Pricing at moderate level a
product kept next to a more expensive product, so that customer can differentiate between moderate and better
products 2. The list is not exhaustive. People do not mind to pay more but need clean environment at the place
of delivery for having better experience. Unilever also uses celebrities such as film stars, sportsmen etc to
promote their brands worldwide. In some of the industries, even for retailing, like electric switches and
sockets, discounts are the normal feature. Pricing decisions are influenced by many factors â€” organisational
and marketing objectives, pricing objectives survival, market share, profit maximisation, maximising market
skimming, or product-quality leadership , costs most of the airlines increase the fares due to increase in
Gasoline pricing , other marketing mix variables the product improvement and cost of promotion expectations
of channel members commission demanded by petrol pump owners is also a factor in oil pricing , customer
interpretation and response psychological pricing by Bata Rs,  Department Stores: These are large retail firms,
have wide product assortment mix , and organised into separate departments. The products in Unilever
marketing mix has over brands, which shows the tremendous strength of the brand in the FMCG sector. Mom
and Pop Stores: These are the stores run by the family. Closely related product items are referred as product
line. Non-Store based Retailers: The mail order houses, online businesses, vendors, and hawkers are examples
of non-store based retailers. As a leading firm in the consumer goods industry, Unilever must maintain a
marketing mix that addresses competition and other challenges in the global market. Hence, this concludes the
HUL marketing mix. Geographical pricing Different prices in different geographies, like Indian Oil charges
different prices for petrol and diesel in different cities 4. Those who shop there have free parking. They tend to
either be parts of a single company or franchises, in which individual store owners license the use of the
shared brand, training, and know-how. Almost any organization that has a stake in how it is portrayed in the
public arena employs some level of public relations. The stores seen by you in your colony or street,
wherefrom you buy milk, bread, grocery, stationary, medicines are mostly these kind of stores only. It also
sells its instant food making products and spices under the brand Knorr with noodles, soup, snacking and
spices. The Place The 3rd P : Place is concerned with making available the products at a place where s he
demands. The Product 1st P : Before we get into finer details about the product, it would be better to know
what a product is. A product may be either tangible like this book , or intangible telecom services.


